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amazon com bridge of birds a novel of an ancient china - bridge of birds is a lyrical fantasy novel set in an ancient china
that never was it stands with the princess bride and the last unicorn as a fairy tale for all ages by turns incredibly funny and
deeply touching it won the world fantasy award in 1985 and hughart produced two sequels the story of the stone and eight
skilled gentlemen all present the adventures of master kao li a, eight skilled gentlemen the chronicles of master li and - i
have written about barry hughart before bridge of birds and how much i enjoyed his mock chinese tongue in cheek writing
this is the third novel and the last in his series about number ten ox and master li detectives trouble shooters and general
mischief makers, port manteaux word maker onelook dictionary search - port manteaux churns out silly new words
when you feed it an idea or two enter a word or two above and you ll get back a bunch of portmanteaux created by jamming
together words that are conceptually related to your inputs for example enter giraffe and you ll get back words like
gazellephant and gorilldebeest
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